YOUR RISKY BUSINESS
IS OUR BUSINESS

KCIC is a consulting firm that helps companies manage their product liabilities. We exist at the intersection
of technology and deep consulting expertise — delivering to our clients greater efficiency, clarity and insights.

OUR SERVICES
CONSULTING
We’re the go-to experts for
corporations in the face of change and
challenge, and the outside counsel
who work on their behalf.
High-stakes, mass tort litigation,
complex insurance scenarios,
as well as mergers and acquisitions
all demand swift and certain action.
With KCIC behind them, companies
and their counsel are able to make
critical decisions with confidence.

PLATFORM-RELATED
CONSULTING SERVICES
Often the problem isn’t triggered
by a major event. Instead it’s an
ongoing, day-to-day issue that’s
become unwieldy and costly.

CUSTOM SOLUTIONS
Got a massive data management
issue? A challenge that no off-the-shelf
solution will fix?

That’s why we built Ligado, our gamechanging software platform. Ligado
centralizes all users, uses,
data and documents in one place,
expediting previously manual
processes — from policy management
to tort administration and billing.

KCIC can deploy our consulting
expertise to fully understand
the problem. Then we’ll build you a
platform to do things you didn’t dream
were possible. It’s an iterative process
that has both sides collaborating to
find the perfect fit — and the result
is transformative. Processes are
automated and clarity is gained.

It’s like going from a jalopy to a
rocket ship, and our team is always
riding shotgun with you.

We enjoy partnering with clients to
create order out of chaos — or as we
like to say: “solving complexity”.
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LIGADO BEV

BANKRUPTCY EVIDENCE
VERIFICATION TOOL
Keeping bankrupt companies in evidence
The landmark Garlock decision drew attention to the
mysterious phenomenon of evidence disappearing from the
record after asbestos product liability defendants file
for bankruptcy.
Enter BEV — the latest addition to KCIC’s Ligado Platform.
BEV is an evidence gathering tool that enables you to
quickly see if a product from a bankrupt company may have
been a source of exposure for a plaintiff.
HOW IS THAT POSSIBLE?
KCIC has built a comprehensive database including public
data from post-bankruptcy trusts, product pictures and other
evidence. Based on job site, trade, industry and product,
defense counsel are able to quickly search in real time for
potential exposures to the products of bankrupt companies,
leading to more targeted depositions.

WITH BEV YOU CAN:
• Search thousands of job sites, trades and industries from
bankruptcy trusts.
• View an expanding collection of product photos.
• Edit a list of matches and generate a hard copy report to
take to deposition.
• Conduct real-time searches.
• Summarize and reference key plaintiff testimony.
• Easily access relevant trust TDPs.
• Automatically calculate potential trust recoveries.

THE RESULT:
More targeted deposition questioning and a better chance
of gaining a plaintiff admission before trial.

STOP BY THE KCIC TABLE FOR A DEMO.
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Visit KCIC.COM to learn more

